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The existence of roots of stochastic operators on L’-spaces is considered. A 
necessary condition for the existence of nth roots of an ergodic and conservative 
operator is formulated in terms of eigenvalues (Theorem l), extending known 
results for measure preserving transformations. Various conditions for roots of 
doubly stochastic operators are considered in Section 3. Two special classes of 
doubly stochastic operators are more closely analyzed: convolution operators 
(Sect. 5) and finite matrices (Sect. 6). A structure theorem for semigroups of 
singular doubly stochastic matrices is obtained (Theorem 6). f-) 1986 Academic Press, 
IX 
In 1942, Halmos [8] found a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of square roots of invertible measure preserving transformations 
with discrete spectrum. In the ergodic case, his condition is that - 1 is not 
a peripheral eigenvalue (see also [9]). The same problem for general 
ergodic measure preserving transformations is much more difftcult and has 
only been solved for certain classes of transformations (see, e.g., p. 32 of 
[19], see also Sect. 8 of [7]). 
The root problem can also be considered in the more general setting of 
doubly stochastic operators on standard spaces. This convex set of 
operators contains the measure preserving transformations among its 
extreme points and it is easy to see that if a measure preserving transfor- 
mation has a root in this set it must be another transformation. This shows 
that the operator framework is indeed more general. The intent here is to 
present some results on roots of these operators and on the stochastic 
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operators on L’(m) which is yet a wider class of operators. The methods 
we use to attack this problem return to the classical approach of spectral 
analysis rather than the isomorphism techniques of Ornstein. For a modern 
collection of results relating spectral and ergodic properties, we refer the 
reader to [ 11. 
The necessity part of Halmos’ result remains valid for arbitrary conser- 
vative and ergodic stochastic operators, which is the essence of Theorem 1, 
Section 2. Also in Corollary 1, there is relationship between the preceding 
condition and the property of total ergodicity of the operator. In this sec- 
tion, we borrow from Schaefer’s discussion in [2 1 ] of spectral properties of 
irreducible operators on general Banach lattices. The multiplicative proper- 
ties of the peripheral spectrum allow us to carry over the arguments from 
transformations to operators. An alternate proof using a more probabilistic 
approach is also outlined. 
The main theme in Section 3 is to consider conditions forcing more 
general roots to be doubly stochastic. Thus, for example, we find in 
Theorem 4 that stochastic roots of ergodic doubly stochastic operators are 
doubly stochastic. Hilbert space techniques are used in some of the proofs. 
Lemma 3 and the subsequent Corollary 2 are inspired by related results for 
matrices [ 181. 
In Section 4, we propose a general measure theoretic construction of 
stochastic operators as generalized convex combinations of transfor- 
mations. For every probability measure p on the set of nonsingular trans- 
formations, we are able to define a barycenter operator T, which represents 
a combination of transformations with weights determined by p. This 
extends the familiar construction of stochastic matrices as convex com- 
binations of transformations. Of particular interest are operators arising 
from measures concentrated on compact groups of transformations. In the 
abelian case, these are the doubly stochastic convolution operators on 
compact groups. 
The root problem for convolution operators is considered in Section 5. 
Although such operators do have discrete spectrum, Example 2 shows they 
do not satisfy the sufficiency part of Halmos’ theorem. On the other hand, 
under certain additional assumptions imposed on the Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform of p, we are able to reduce the root problem of T, to the 
existence of convolution roots of probability measures. (The related root 
problem for probability measures on locally compact groups is discussed in 
Chap. 3 of [lo].) 
Stochastic matrices constitute a special, but important, class of stochastic 
operators. The root problem and the closely related question of embed- 
dability for nonsingular stochastic matrices are considered in [ 143 and 
[15]. In Section 6, we extend some of these results to arbitrary (singular) 
stochastic matrices. Our approach is that suggested in [14]: the stochastic 
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matrices are viewed as barycenters of transformations and algebraic 
properties of measures on finite semigroups or groups (of transformations) 
are reflected in similar properties of the barycenters. In Theorem 6, we 
provide a classification of one-parameter semigroups of doubly stochastic 
matrices, modulo nonsingular stochastic semigroups of lower dimension. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Let (X, C, m) be a probability space. By L”(m), 1 < p < x, we denote the 
complex Lp-space of (X, Z, m). We will write (f; g) = sfg dm and (A g) = 
j ,fi dm whenever the integrals are well defined. Y( L”(m)) stands for the 
space of all continuous linear operators on L”(m). An operator 
TE sP(L”(m)) is said to be positive, briefly T3 0, if Tf 3 0 whenever .f’> 0 
(in LP(m), i.e., m-a.e.). If Q is a contraction on L”(m) (i.e., QcP’(L”(m)) 
and /lQll )i ,< 1) then Ql = I implies Q>O. A positive operator 
TE Y(L’(m)) is called stochastic if its adjoint T* E Y’(L’(m)) satisfies the 
equation T*l = 1. This is equivalent to j 7”dm = j.f’dm for every 
fEL’(m). 
The set of all stochastic operators on L’(m) is denoted by ,Y. A 
stochastic operator T is called ergodic if T*h = h implies that h is constant 
in L-‘(m). T is said to be totally ergodic if 7” is ergodic for all natural 
numbers n. A stochastic operator T is conservative if C,;=cl T”1 = co. Con- 
servative and ergodic stochastic operators have the property that if T*h d h 
then h is constant (see [6] for the definitions and properties of stochastic 
operators). 
An operator TE ,V is called doubly stochastic if Tl = 1. It should be 
noted that the doubly stochastic operators are necessarily conservative. The 
set of doubly stochastic operators is denoted by 9. By the Riesz convexity 
theorem, every TE 9 acts on all the Lp-spaces, 1 d p d co, and the norms 
11 TII, all equal 1. The operators T 1 L”(m) are still denoted by T and the set 
9 will be viewed as a subset of Y(LP(m)) whenever it is convenient to do 
so. 
For TE Y, T*l = 1, therefore 1 is always an eigenvalue of T* whenever 
TE Y. An eigenvalue CI of T* is called peripheral if (~1 = 1. It is known that 
a doubly stochastic operator T is weakly mixing if and only if it is ergodic 
and 1 is the only peripheral eigenvalue of T. The operator T E 3 is strongly 
mixing if for every f and g in L”(m) we have j grtf dm + S g dm S f dm. 
This means that the sequence T” is weak operator convergent o the one- 
dimensional operator Ef = 1 f dm. It is true for doubly stochastic operators 
that strong mixing implies weak mixing implies ergodicity (see, e.g., [ 11). 
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2. STOCHASTIC OPERATORS 
In this section, we consider the question of the existence of stochastic 
roots for certain types of stochastic operators. To obtain a necessary con- 
dition for such roots, we need the following lemma which is similar to but 
in our setting does not seem to follow directly from a general result due to 
Schaefer (Theorem V.5.2, [21]). Our proof of the lemma resembles 
Schaefer’s proof but is more measure theoretic and seems to have sufficient 
technical changes to warrant inclusion here. 
LEMMA 1. If TE 9 is conservative and ergodic, then 
(a) the peripheral eigenvalues qf T* ,form a group; 
(b) every peripheral eigenvalue of T* has multiplicity one; 
(c) if ct and b are peripheral eigenvalues of T* and if f and g are 
eigenfunctions of CI and B, respectively, then ,fg is an eigenfunction ,for @. 
Proqf: We may assume that T* is induced by a transition probability. 
To this end, note that the Stone compactification theorem allows us to 
assume without any loss of generality that (X, Z, m) is a compact measure 
space. Since every nondirect product of m with itself is o-additive [ 161, we 
may represent TE 9’ by a a-additive measure p on Xx X [ 111. By the dis- 
integration theorem, we may write 
AA x B) = i’ p(x, B) dm(x), 
.A 
where p is a transition probability, that is p(x, .) is a probability measure 
for every XE X and p(., B) is measurable for every BEC. We then may 
represent T* on L”(m) as 
T*fW= j./(y) d-x, &I. 
Now assume that CI is a peripheral eigenvalue of T* with f e L=(m) as 
an eigenfunction and write 
T*f(x)=/f(~) p(x,dy)=~f(x), m a.e. (1) 
Then 
T* Ifl2lT*fl= kfl=lf I, m a.e. 
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Since T is conservative and ergodic, If1 is equal to a constant function 
m a.e. It is no restriction to assume that If1 = 1 everywhere. 
Now take A E ,Z such that the equalities in (1) hold on A and that 
m(A) = 1. Since If(x)] = 1 everywhere, the strict convexity of the unit disk 
implies that for every x E A, 
f(Y) = of, p(x, .) a.e. 
It follows that for every measurable bounded function h 
f(Y)NY)=~f(x)N.Y) 
for p(x, .) a.e. y. Therefore 
j f(Y) 4 Y) P(X? 4) = uf(x) j 4 Y) P(XY dY) 
and we have 
T*(j?z) = c$7-*h (2) 
for every h E L”(m). 
The rest of the proof is like in [21]. Let V, be the operator defined on 
L”(m) by 
V,h =fh, heI,“( 
Clearly Vf is an isometry of L”(m) and by (2) we have 
V:‘T*I/.=uT* / / . 
Similarly let p be an eigenvalue of T* with I/?1 = 1 and with g as an eigen- 




c@(fg)=cr/Off,T*l = T*vf,l = T*(fg). 
Obviously & is the eigenvalue of T* for the eigenfunction f so (a) and (c) of 
the lemma are established. 
To prove (b), we take two eigenfunctions f and g for the eigenvalue CI of 
T*. Let 101) = 1 and 1 f 1 = I gl = 1. Then by (c), fi is an eigenfunction of 
crCr= 1. Since T is ergodic, we have fi = 1 or that f = g in L”(m) and we 
conclude the proof of the lemma. 
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We are now in a position to give a necessary condition for the existence 
of stochastic roots of stochastic operators. This result extends a 
corresponding result due to Halmos [9] for square roots of invertible 
ergodic measure preserving transformations. 
THEOREM 1. Let TE 9 be conservative und ergodic. [f’.for u givcw n > 1. 
there exists Q E 9 such that 
Q”=T, 
then, among the nth roots qf unity, 1 is the only eigenvalue of‘ T*. 
Proof: Our proof will be by contradiction. Assume there is an c( # 1, 
and an f with 1 f 1 = 1 such that TTf = ctf and CC’ = 1. By (c) of Lemma 1, 
and by ergodicity, .f” is a constant. We may assume .f” = 1. 
If we define g as 
then, noting that Q and T commute, 
T*g=c(g. 
Thus by part (b) of the lemma, g = cf for some C. That is. 
implying that 
NJ‘= 7-l = (Q* )'lf = c"f: 
Stochastic roots of conservative and ergodic operators inherit those proper- 
ties. Using this fact and part (c) of Lemma 1, we have 1 = Q*l = QTf’= 
c”f” = af” = c(, a contradiction. 
Remark. For ergodic doubly stochastic operators on L’(m) (or, more 
generally, for conservative ergodic stochastic operators with an equivalent 
a-finite invariant measure), an alternative proof of Theorem 1 is possible. 
In this approach, the necessity condition is reduced to the same condition 
for invertible measure preserving transformations which is a modification 
of the necessity condition given by Halmos [9]. The proof is outlined as 
follows: 
If Qn = T, then Q defines a stationary Markov process which can be 
realized as the bilateral shift CJ on w= Xz endowed with the invariant 
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Markov measure induced by Q and m. Since Q is ergodic, cr is an ergodic 
invertible measure preserving transformation of w (see Theorem 2.5 in 
[ 11). Now let y be another copy of Xz with bilateral shift p and invariant 
Markov measure induced by T and m. The mapping 8 onto F defined by 
( o-19 . ..) cog, WI ,...) = (..., a-,, 00, 0, )...) 
is measure preserving. Moreover 
7cdyx) = p(x). 
By a simple modification of Theorem 2.5 in [ 11, ergodicity of Qfl implies 
ergodicity of on and by a version of the result due to Halmos, 1 must be the 
only eigenvalue of C? among the nth roots of unity. It is now easy to show 
p has the same property and the conclusion follows from the fact that any 
peripheral eigenvalue of T is an eigenvalue of p, a fact which is a bilateral 
verson of Theorem 2.6 in [ 11. 
That spectral properties of an operator are intimately tied to mixing and 
ergodic properties is well established (see, e.g., [ 11). The following 
theorem, coupled with the necessity condition of Theorem 1, clarifies the 
ergodic properties of T, that is to say we characterize total ergodicity. 
THEOREM 2. Let TE .!Y he ergodic. For any n > 1, T” is ergodic if and 
only if, among the nth roots of unity, 1 is the only eigenvalue of T*. 
In particular, T is totally ergodic if and only if, for all n, 1 is the only 
eigenvalue of T* among the nth roots of unity. 
Proof: It is enough to prove the first equivalence. 
For the necessity statement, suppose there is an eigenvalue of T* which 
is an nth root of unity other than 1. That is, we assume there is an o! # 1 
and an .f with 1 f 1 = 1 such that T*f = af and CP = 1. Since c1 # 1 and T is 
stochastic, if follows that f is not constant. On the other hand, 
(T)*f=anf=f: Th ere ore, f T” cannot be ergodic and the necessity is 
established. 
We will, for the sufliciency, suppose that T” is not ergodic, then 
(T*)“f = f for some nonconstant f: Let a be a primitive nth root of unity. 
Algebraically, 
xn- 1 =(x-a)(x-a2)...(x-anp1)(x- 1). 
In terms of T*, this says 
0= [(T*)“-I]f =(T*-a)(T*-a*)...(T*-a”-‘)g,, 
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where g, = (T* - Z)f= Tyf -J Ergodicity of T implies that g,, # 0. For 
Jo {l,..., n - 1 }, we define 
g,=(T*-a”- ‘)g, ,. 
If we now allow k to be the largest j such that g,#O, we first note 
k < n - 1. Furthermore, for this k, we have 
(T*-IX” k ‘)g,=O. 
Therefore, 19 ~ k ~ i # 1 is an eigenvalue of T* and the sufficiency is 
established which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
From the two theorems of this section, the following corollary is 
obvious. 
COROLLARY 1. Let TE Y be conservative and ergodic. Zf T has roots of 
all orders in Y, then T is totally ergodic. 
3. DOUBLY STOCHASTIC OPERATORS 
If TE 9, then T* E Y(L”(m)). T* can, in a canonical way, be extended 
to an operator in Y(Lr(m)), 1 < p < co, and therefore to an operator in 9. 
We will denote each of these extensions by T* and we point out that 
T** = T (for detail, see pp. 75, 76 of [6]). 
LEMMA 2. Zf TE 9, then 
(a) as operators on L’(m), T and T* have the same peripheral eigen- 
values, 
(b) every peripheral eigenvalue has an eigenfunction in L”(m). 
Proof Let (~11 = 1 and let f be such that Tf = af with 11 f 11 = 1. Define 
h E L”(m) by setting 
where A = {x: f(x) ZO}. Then 
l=(f,h)=(olf,Eh) 
=(Tf,clh)=(f,ET*h). 
Moreover, ET*h = h m a.e. on A, because IIf 11 = 1 and IctT*hl 6 111. Sup- 
pose now that T*h # 0 on B c {x: f(x) = 0} with m(B) > 0. Then 
jIhl=jT* lh,2j,T*,,>jA IT*h( =j lhl, 
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a contradiction which proves that 
T*h = ah, m a.e. 
Finally, we conclude that c( is an eigenvalue for T* on L”(m) and by sym- 
metry both (a) and (b) are established. 
Note that the lemma implies that T as an operator on any L”(m) for 
1 6 p < CO, has the same set of peripheral eigenvalues. 
In 1963, Mint observed [18] that, if a positive definite N by N matrix 
has (1, l,..., 1) as an eigenvector, then its positive definite square root has 
the same property. Using the spectral theorem for normal operators on 
Hilbert spaces, we extend this observation in 
LEMMA 3. Let Q be a normal contraction on a Hilbert space and let 
n > 1. If, among the nth roots of unity, 1 is the only member of the spectrum 
o(Q) of Q, then Qh = h whenever Q”h = h. 
Proof By the spectral theorem, 
where E is the associated spectral measure. Denote ,u,, = (E(.)h, h). Since Q 
is a contraction, O(Q) is contained in the unit disk. We may assume that 
lihll = 1 so that llph/l < 1. In particular, 
1 = (h, h) = (Q”h, h) = / A” dp,JA). 
d 
Therefore A” = 1, pLh a.e. and, as p,, is carried on O(Q), we have that p,, = 6,. 
Therefore (Qh, h) = 1 which implies our conclusion, Qh = h. 
Remark. In the case of N x N doubly stochastic positive definite 
matrices (av), more is in fact true [18]: If 
1 
a,,<- N-l 
(i,j= 1, 2 ,..., N), (*I 
then (ati) possesses a doubly stochastic root. 
For positive definite doubly stochastic operators on the unit interval 
with Lebesgue measure, the corresponding condition would appear to be: 
(**I 
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where P,, is the sequence of dyadic rational partitions of the unit square. 
Although we can show that every positive definite doubly stochastic 
operator T which satisfies (**) possesses a doubly stochastic square root. 
the condition appears to be too restrictive. 
COROLLARY 2. If TE 9 is u positive dejinitc operator on L’(nz), then the 
positive dcjinite nth root Q on L*(m) .satisfl’es Ql = Q*l = 1. 
Jf in addition Q is either positive or an L’-contraction, then Q E 9. 
Proqf: We need only observe that if Q is an L’-contraction, then Q* is 
an L “-contraction and therefore Q 3 0 since Q* 1 = 1 by assumption. 
By relaxing the condition for the existence of square roots to Hermitian 
rather than positive definite, we obtain our next theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let TEE be positive dcjinite on L’(m). Let 
0 <Q E sP(L”(m)), 1 < p < CC. Assume Q = Q* on LP(m) n L“(m) where 
(l/p)+ (l/q)= 1 and let Q’= T on L”(m). Then either QG~ or the 
,following three conditions must he satisfied, 
(i) 11 -Qll >O is u,fixedpoint of’Q, 
(ii) - 1 is an eigenvalue qf Q with 1 - Ql as an eigen$nction, and 
(iii) j Ql < 1. 
Proqf: Assume Q 4 9, then Ql # 1 and 
Q(1 -Ql)=Ql -Q’l= -(1 -Ql)#O, 
proving (ii). 
Since Q 3 0, we have 
However, l 7’( / 1 - Ql I ) = j” I1 - Ql I and so the equalities above hold 
throughout which proves (i). 
To prove (iii), we observe 
s (Ql)~dm=(Ql,Ql)=(Ql,Q*1)=(Tl,l)=1. 
Therefore Ql E L”(m). Furthermore, Ql 3 0 is not a constant by (i). 
However, IlQl )I 2 = 1, so by the Schwarz inequality, we see that (iii) must be 
true. 
COROLLARY 3. Every symmetric stochastic square root of’ a positive 
definite doubly stochastic operator must he doubly stochastic. 
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If in Theorem 3 T is assumed to also be ergodic, then Q must be doubly 
stochastic. In fact, more is true as in proved in 
THEOREM 4. Let TE $3 he ergodic. Let 0 < Q E 6p( LP(m)), 1 < p < cc he 
such that, for an n > 1, Q” = T, then Q E 9. 
Proof: T(Ql)=Q”(Ql)=Q(Q’l)=Ql. Then, by the ergodicity of T* 
(see 7.4, [6]), Ql = a, a constant. This implies a 3 0 and 
1 = Q" ‘a z UQ" ’ 1 = 0”. 
So a= 1 and Ql = 1. 
Since T is ergodic, we have Q*l = 1 by the first part of this proof. This 
shows our conclusion that QE,~. 
Remark. We should point out that this argument proves the following: 
(1) If TE,Y is ergodic and if T= Qfl with 06 QE sP(L’(m)), then 
QEY. 
(2) If Q E 6p(L’(m)) takes real functions to real functions and if 
Qn = TE 9, where n is odd, then Q E 9 (even without the assumption that 
Q is positive). 
(3) All stochastic roots of an ergodic doubly stochastic operator 
must be doubly stochastic. 
We close this section with an example to show that the ergodicity of Tin 
Theorem 4 is essential. 
EXAMPLE 1. There exists a stochastic operator Q for which Q’ E 9 but 
Q#9. 
To obtain this operator, we let K be the unit circle and A, B be the upper 
and lower semicircles, respectively. For 0 < a < 2, c( # 1, we define 
dm(x) = zxa(x) dx + (2 -CC) xc(x) dx, 
where dx denotes normalized Haar measure on K. Then the operator 
is stochastic. Moreover, Q is not in 9 since Ql # 1. But Qz = ZE 9. 
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4. BARYCENTER OPERATORS 
Throughout the rest of this work, we will assume that L’(m) is separable. 
This allows us to take (A’, Z;, m) to be a standard Bore1 probability space. 
By separability, there is a linearly dense sequence ,f; ,.f?,..., each term of 
which has norm 1. It is easily seen that the linear mapping 
defines a homeomorphic embedding of any bounded subset .d of 
T(L’(m)) endowed with the strong operator topology into the separable 
Banach space 1 ‘(L’(m)), the 1 ‘-sum of countably many copies of L’(m). It 
is not difficult to show that /I(&‘) is norm closed whenever .d is closed. 
Moreover, the weak operator topology on .c4 corresponds to the weak 
topology on @(.J&‘). The strong and weak operator Bore1 a-algebras on ss? 
coincide because the strong and weak Bore1 o-algebras on any separable 
Banach space are the same. This applies, in particular, to .c9 = 9’ and we 
will refer to the common standard Bore1 structure of 9 as the Bore1 CJ- 
algebra of 9’. Since 9 is weak operator compact [3], 9 is Bore1 in 9’. 
The extreme points of 9 can be identified as the pointwise induced 
operators Tin the sense that 
T*h=hoq$ 
where 4 is a measurable nonsingular (m(A) =0 implies m(d ‘A) = 0) 
transformation of X (see [ 11, 221). It follows from general considerations 
that ex Y is universally measurable [5]. In our case, we can prove more. 
LEMMA 4. ex Y is a G;, for the weak operator topology in 9. 
Proof. The mapping T -+ T* is an aftine homeomorphism of Y with the 
weak operator topology onto C4p*~9(Loo(rn)) with the weak*-operator 
topology. We have T E ex 5“ if and only if T* 1 hi = 1 T*hl for every 
hEL”(m). 
Since T* may be represented by a transition probability function, T*h, 
converges to T*h m a.e. whenever h, is a norm-bounded sequence in 
L”(m) which converges to h m a.e. Therefore, TE ex Y if and only if 
T* lh,, = / T*h,l 
for an L’-dense sequence h,, h2 ,..., in the unit ball of L”(m). It suffices to 
show that for fixed h E L”(m) the set 
iQ~y*: Q Ihl= IQhl} 
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is a weak* operator G;, is ,Y *. This is seen to be true when we note that 
Q (hi 2 /Q/z and, for every f> 0 from a separating sequence of L’(m), the 
mapping h -+ (f, Ihl ) is weak* lower semicontinuous on L”(m). This 
follows from the equality 
where g runs over the unit sphere in L”(m). 
For any Bore1 probability measure p on 9’ (in particular for p carried on 
ex 9’), we define the hurycenter of p 
T,= Tdp(T)EY, 
I 
as the Bochner (or Pettis) integral on the corresponding set 
0(Y) c 1 ‘(L’(m)). Thus 
for all f~L’(m) and hEL”(m). 
Such barycenter operators T, are the natural generalization of the convex 
combinations of zero-one stochastic matrices (or transformations of finite 
sets). 
Specifically, if p is concentrated on the measure preserving transfor- 
mations of X, then the barycenter operator T, is in 9. For matrices, this 
means that a convex combination of permutation matrices is always a 
doubly stochastic matrix. The converse, while true for matrices, fails for 
operators since there are extreme doubly stochastic operators on L1 [0, l] 
which are not induced by measure-perserving transformations. 
If ,U and v are probability measures on the measurable semigroup ex Y, 
then the convolution p * v is well defined and T, I y = T, T,. Moreover, the 
mapping p + T, is a continuous representation of the convolution 
semitopological semigroup P(ex 9) of probability measures on ex 9 with 
the weak convergence of measures into Y with the weak operator 
topology. 
Let Y be a weak operator compact topological subsemigroup of ex Y. 
Then 
is a convex weak operator compact subset of Y. An interesting example 
occurs when X = G is a compact metrizable group with normalized Haar 
measure and Y is the subgroup of all group translations in ex 9. 
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The next lemma is concerned with this set .Y and is a more general ver- 
sion of a result for nonsingular doubly stochastic matrices which is due to 
Johansen [ 143. The proof is essentially the same as in [ 143. 
LEMMA 5. Let .Y be u Lrwk operator compact topological suhxmigroup 
qf 9. !f TE 9 has roots of all orderx in the .wt [ T,,: p E P(Y) i, then thrrc 
exists a single infinitely divisible measuw p E P(Y ) for uthich T = T,, 
Proqf: Denote by @,, the subset of all measures v in P(Y) for which 
T= T,, and v=~*~ for some n E P(F). These sets @,, are all nonempty, 
since T has roots of all orders, and are compact since .Y is a compact 
topological semigroup. Since @,, c Dnl whenever m divides n, there is a 
measure p in fl,l a,,!. This p is then infinitely divisible and T= T,,. 
5. CONVOLUTION OPERATORS 
In this section, we consider a special class of barycenter operators. Let X 
be a compact abelian group with normalized Haar measure m. The group 
translations act as invertible measure preserving transformations on A’. The 
corresponding barycenter operators are 
T,,.f(x) = .f‘(v) 44~), J‘ P -6 P(W. 
These operators are merely the doubly stochastic convolution operators on 
the group X. By a result from harmonic analysis (see, e.g., 3.8.4 in [20]), 
these operators coincide with Brown’s class of “spatially homogeneous 
operators” [4]. In [4], Brown provides a spectral representation of such 
operators. In particular, every convolution operator T, has a discrete 
spectrum and is normal on L’(m). The eigenvalues of T, are the Fourier- 
Stieltjes coefficients of p 
The corresponding eigenfunctions in L’(m) are the characters 7 E 2. 
We observe that a convolution operator in weakly mixing if and only if 
it is strongly mixing. In fact, the proof of the following more general emma 
is an easy consequence of the fact that an operator is weakly mixing if and 
only if it is ergodic and 1 is the only peripheral eigenvalue [l], we 
therefore omit the proof. 
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LEMMA 6. Let TE 93 have discrete spectrum on L’(m). 
(i) T is weakly mixing if’ and only if T is strongly mixing. 
(ii) For positive definite T, T is ergodic if and only if T is strongly 
mixing. 
The following example shows that, unlike in the group translation set- 
ting, the necessity of Theorem 1 is not sufficient in the case of general con- 
volution operators. 
EXAMPLE 2. There exists a strongly mixing doubly stochastic con- 
volution operator with no strochastic roots. 
To obtain this operator, let X= K be the unit circle with normalized 
Lebesgue measure m. Choose any element a of infinite order in K and 
define 
p = ((5, + 6, )/2. 
Since Ifi = 1 only when jt = 1, by part (i) of Lemma 5, we have T,, is 
strongly mixing. As T,, = I commutes with all operators, a square root 
Q E 9, if it exists, must commute with T,“. Consequently, Q commutes 
with all translations by a”, for n a natural number, and hence with all 
translations on K (we use that {a”: n E N) is dense in K). By 3.8.4 [20], 
Q = T,, for some measure on K. Since Q E 9, v has to be a nonnegative 
measure. Since v * v = p, v has to be a probability measure. By considering 
atoms, one can seen that this last equality is impossible. The same 
argument applies to roots of higher order. 
In previous arguments, were able to show that every root of T,, had to 
be a convolution operator. We have a more general result in this direction. 
The following theorem shows that the existence of stochastic roots for cer- 
tain convolution operators can be reduced to the corresponding problem of 
divisibility of measures. 
THEOREM 5. [f’ the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p E P(X) is one-to-one 
on 2 then every stochastic root qf’ T,, is a doubly stochastic convolution 
operator. 
Pro@Y Let Q be an L’-operator which commutes with T,. If y E $ then 
T,, Qy = QT,y = p(y) Qy. So, for every Y’E$ 
d(v)(Q~, 7’) = <QY, T3’) =P(Y’)(QY, 7’). 
Therefore (Qy, 7’) = 0, whenever y’ # y, which says all Fourier coefficients 
of Qy, with one possible exception, vanish and hence Qr = C,y for some 
scalar C,. Now, because 2 is linearly dense in L’(p), Q commutes with all 
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translations and, using the previously stated theorem, we conclude Q is a 
convolution operator T,.. If Q is stochastic, then Q* 30 and Q*l = I which 
implies that v E P(X) and that Q E fir. 
We end this section with an example showing that the assumption about 
the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p in Theorem 5 is essential. 
EXAMPLE 3. There exists a positive definite ergodic (and hence strongly 
mixing) convolution operator on K which has a doubly stochastic square 
root without having a convolution root. 
To obtain the operator, we use the same setting as in Example 2. Let 
with + < p < 1, 2q = 1 - p and LI as given in Example 2. By considering the 
number of atoms, it is not hard to see that there is no v in P(X) for which 
v * v = p. We now find a doubly stochastic root of T. Let 
T,f’(x) = f’(uZ), 
T,f( x) = ,f(a’f), 
and 
r=[l+(2p-1)“]/2. 
The operator Q = rT, + (1 - r)T, is obviously doubly stochastic and 
Q*=r*T:+(l -r)*q+r(r- 1) T,T,+r(r- l)T>T,. 
Since r’+(l -r)*=p, r(1 -r)=q, Tf=c=I, TITr=Tar,, and 
T, T, = Tau, we have Q’= T,,. 
6. MATRICES 
For the final section of this work, we turn our attention to the finite 
setting of roots for stochastic and doubly stochastic matrices. Let 
X= {l,..., N) and let m be the uniform probability on X. We use Z to 
denote the semigroup of all transformations of X and 6 to denote the 
group of all permutations of X. According to the discussion in Section 4, Z 
and 6 can be thought of as subsets of Y and 9, respectively. It is well 
known that 2 = ex Y and that 6 = ex 9. 
An application of Theorem 9.2 [ 171 or of Theorem 4/5 in [2] along with 
Lemma 5 of Section 4 yields a corollary which is slightly more general than 
Proposition 7 in [ 151 (see also Theorem 2.1 in [ 141). 
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COROLLARY 4. Zf a stochastic (doubly stochastic) matrix has stochastic 
(doubly stochastic) roots of all orders, then it is embeddable in a continuous 
one-parameter semigroup of stochastic (doubly stochastic) matrices. 
We should point out that the same assertion is not true for general 
doubly stochastic operators, in fact, even for invertible measure preserving 
transformations the assertion fails (see [ 13, 241). 
We will now give a classification of the doubly stochastic semigroups of 
matrices modulo the nonsingular semigroups. The stochastic semigroups 
can be analogously investigated, however, the stochastic idempotent 
matrices are more complex than the doubly stochastic idempotents, which 
complicates the classification. 
By Boge’s theorem, the infinitely divisible measures on 6 are compound 
Poisson distributions. This means they are of the form 
z (ct)k pt=ep” 1 - 
k=O k! p*k7 
where c 3 0, t B 0, p0 = E is the normalized Haar measure of a subgroup !FJ, 
and p * E = E * p = p is a probability measure. (p, can be viewed as the 
exponential of ct(p - E) in the subring of all measures of the form E * v * E.) 
The corresponding doubly stochastic matrices are of the form T,:T,,T,:, 
where the notation T,, is used as in Section 4. Since T, depends solely on 
the sj orbits I, ,..., Id in A’, 5 can be replaced by the maximal subgroup jj,, 
with same orbit decomposition. Clearly !Fj,, is the direct sum of full sym- 
metric groups acting on the cells I, ,..., Id. In other words, the T, are in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the partitions of A’. Given such a partition 
I[,..., Id, let us assume that 
I,= { nk ,..., nk + 1 -11 
where 1 =nl <n,< ... < nd = N + 1. Then T, has a box-diagonal form, 
namely, 
T, = 
If N, is the cardinality of Ik, each Jk is a square N, by N, matrix with l/N, 
as every entry. An easy calculation shows that the entries of T= T,QT, 
have the form 
ty=(NkN,)-’ c c 4rs; iElk, jEI,, 
,Elk ssl, 
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where Q = (y,,,). In particular, T consists of d’ rectangular blocks I, x /, 
each having all entries the same. Therefore, if T is doubly stochastic, it can 
be thought of as an “enlargement” of a dx (I stochastic matrix P with 
entries 
PA, =N, ’ c c f,, 
IGIL ,cl, 
It is easy to see that if T= T(t) is a doubly stochastic semigroup associated 
with $, then 
lim T(r)= T,. 
i +o 
The corresponding P(t) is a continuous semigroup of nonsingular matrices 
where lim, - ,, pk, (t) = 6,, Consequently, 
P(t)=exp(tA), t 3 0, 
where exp is the ordinary matrix exponential and A is the generator matrix. 
The row vector 
(N,IN,..., N,IN) 
is an invariant measure for P(t). 
Conversely, let P(t) = (pa,(t)) be a nonsingular cix d stochastic 
semigroup with invariant measure 
m’(k) = NJN. 
Note that P(t) is a doubly stochastic semigroup in L’(m’). We can con- 
struct a doubly stochastic N x N semigroup P(t) = (f,,(t)) by letting 
t,,(t) = PAN, ; iEtA, jfzZ,. 
We have then proven the following theorem which clarifies the structure of 
singular doubly stochastic semigroups. 
THEOREM 6. Let T(t), t 3 0, be an N x N doubly stochastic semigroup. 
There exists a partition I, ,..., I, qf’ { l,.,., N} such that T(t)=P(t),fbr a dxd 
nonsingular stochastic semigroup P(t) with invariant measure m’(k) = N,/N. 
Conversely, if P( t) is a nonsingular d x d stochastic semigroup with invariunt 
measure m’(k) = N,IN then P(t) is an N x N doubly stochastic semigroup. 
We end this section with an example which illustrates and may help 
clarfify the above discussion. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let X= { 1,2,3} and let !$= ((1) (2,3)}. The orbits of 9 
on X are I, = ( 1) and I, = (2, 3 }. The normalized Haar measure on $ is 
E = (6(,,+ S,,,,,)/Z. We will obtain the general semigroup of doubly 
stochastic matrices associated with 5j. 
Any doubly stochastic semigroup T(t) with lim, _ 0 T(t) = T, must be of 
the box-diagonal form and 
By Corollary 4 and Boge’s result, 
p (tB)k 
T(t)= TbL,= T,+ c - 
kc, k! ’ 
where B is of the form T++,, with c > 0 (here the subring of all measures 
of the form E * p* E is spanned by m and E). Without loss of generality 
assume c = 1 so that B = T, - T,. Therefore, B2 = T, - T,,, = -B and 
(-l)‘+‘B. Thus generally B” = 
T(t )= Tz=kT,q B=(l -e-‘) T,,,+e-‘T, 
(1 +2eP’)/3 (1 -e-‘)/3 (1 -eP1)/3 
= (l-e-‘)/3 (2+ep’)/6 (2+ep’)/6 
(1 -e-~‘)/3 (2+eP’)/6 (2+eP’)/6 ! 
This semigroup can then be viewed as an “enlargement” T(t) = P(t) of the 
nonsingular stochastic semigroup 
P(t) = 
(1 +2e-‘)/3 2(1 -eP’)/3 
(1 -e-7/3 (2+ep’)/3 
and m’ = (f, +) is the invariant probability measure for P(t). 
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